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Agent X: 

Secret Agent, Sabrina Xtronaut (a.k.a. Agent X), takes on the mission of capturing one of 

Arsenal City’s most wanted villains, Cobra. It’s a late night, near a broken factory, where 

henchmen are seen both inside and out. Agent X must successfully find and defeat her enemy 

inside the broken factory, while taking down any other bad guys in the process. Her weapons of 

choice are her guns, tasers, and smoke bombs. Along with her weapons, she is a trained fighter 

and martial artist.  

As Agent X goes through the factory she dodges as many obstacles as possible to stay alive, 

including bombs, toxic explosives, and tougher henchmen. Little does she know she is getting 

closer to facing Cobra. Meanwhile, in another room, Cobra is distracted by a fashion model 

magazine full of pictures of Sabrina. Bags of stolen money and weapons are seen next to him. As 

Agent X reaches down a hallway, Cobra hears the commotion and decides to take action. He 

runs out to the hallway and happily sees his favorite secret agent/ supermodel. As they fight, 

Cobra constantly tries to kiss/ hit on Sabrina. Eventually, after the short lived, one-on-one battle, 

Cobra is knocked out from a taser by Sabrina. 

Cobra wakes up to see Sabrina in a nurse’s outfit, in an infirmary room. He is extremely happy, 

thinking she is trying to nurse him back to health. He puckers his lips for a kiss until he realizes 

he is surrounded by officers and other secret agents at Black Adrenaline Headquaters. Sabrina is 

seen holding handcuffs for Cobra. Finally, the villain is seen under arrest in a jail cell. Cobra 

walks over to his window and surprisingly sees Sabrina with the rest of her team from Black 

Adrenaline looking over the city from a rooftop. In the end, Sabrina is seen smiling. 

 





 





 



 



 


